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St. Pete- Campu~
G·oes T·o Full-Time
.

The newly named Uni
versi-ty of South Florida
at St. Petersburg campus
will offer an expanded

-

program of instruction
for the Fall Quarter
which for the first time
makes it possible for St.

A distant view of USF's ,"new" campus.

Petersburg residents to
enroll as full-time undergraduate students at the
upper level.
Interested students are
urged to register for fall
courses on the St. Petersburg campus as soon a~
possible. The Admissions
Office is located· at 830
First St. s; St. Petersburg, telephone 898-7411.
Dr. Lester W. Tuttle
Jr., assistant dean of
USF academic affairs,
responsible for the St.
' Petersburg campus operation, said some 45 coursfiS will be ottered this
fall.
Upper level courses
will be offen~d in business administration, education, liberal arts, basic

studies, and engineering.
Additional non - credit
workshops will be offered
as continuing education
courses.
Courses will be conducted on both day and
night schedules this fall.
Dr. Tuttle said that current USF students Jnay
take courses simultaneously on both Tampa and
St. Petersburg campuses
if desired.
Further expansion of
the St. Petersburg campus of USF is possible
if increased enrollment
.merits additional pro-.
grams, Dr. Tuttle said.
The col\rse offerings this
Fall will . require the
equivalent of 15 fulltime
faculty.
✓
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WINNERS OF the Bridge
urday as the University Cen- discussion of the CTR Special
ter Program Council presents Events Cqmn:µttee's View- Tournament, were announced
point, held today at 2 p.m. in at the final toqrnament meet"Sidewalk Cafe."
ing on Wednesday, July 24.
The cafe will be on-the Uni- CTR 252.
The winners are: Sandy
Panelists will be: Dr. Ed
versity Center South · Patio
from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. \ Allen, Director of the Univer- Futch and Jim Robertson,
Checkered tablecloths w i 11 sity Counseling ·Center, Rob- first; Bruce Moore and Wayne
cover the tables and refrE!§h- ert Burke, Instructor _of }Jisto- Diamond, second. The tournaments will ,be served by ·cos- ry, Dr. Owen · Frederickson, ment was sponsored by1he
professor of philosophy at St. University Center Recreation .
,
turned waitresses.
Committee, and direct~d by
Dr. Adrian Gherry, associ- Beed Coll~ge Peru, Illinois.
Otha Fayors president of the Mrs. Judy Walton.
ate professor of Foreign Lan"Mighty Manfred and the
guages, will read poetry while -One-to-One Club-and Scott Bar- a:n :interpreiive _da:ncel'•~ ---...nett,.-presiEient~-0f the·..Stud~n't- w~od~o_gs'.!. wjJl pro_vid~ the
Association will be the . USF music for a band dance Friforms.
day at 9 p.m. in the CTR ballUSF students, Eugene Witt: students on the panel.
Fall fashions · for school, room. Admission is 50 cents
man ;µid Rozanne_ Guinup,
will sing French songs. An ac- casual and dress wear will be with a valid student ID card.
Paul Ne,vman and Joanne
cordianist will perform at_the presented by "QSF coeds in
fashion show Monday at 2 Woodward are the stars of
·.
invidual tables.
"From the Terrace,'.' this
• -__
A DANCE combo will pro- p.m. in CTR 252.
The -show will ·be :presented we~k's movie. Admission is 25 ·
vide music for · dancing during
by Maas $rothers tforfhgate . cents. The movie is in F AH
the evening. ·
"Today's College Student: store. Refreshnients:Wiil be 101 Friday and Saturday at
New Br~d or Ne u ro t i c served by the University- Cen- 7 :30 p.m.

Negro D0cume11taries
~how,i Free Today
Two films, "Nothing But A
Man" and "Right Now," will
be shown · today _a t 3 and ·s
p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium (ENA).
· · They will be sponsored by

Application
Date Revised
Due to the revised starting
date for the first quarter
classes, the Registrar's Office
has announced a change· in
the application deadline.
1
The application deadline for
' new applicants and former
students has been changed
from Juiy 31 to Aug. 22, 19.68.
, The deadline applies to both
degree - seeking and nondegree seeking students.
Classes won't start until
Sept. 30, two weeks later th.an
t h e originally announced
· starting date of Sept. 16.
;

The Oracl_e last week erroneously reported t h e
· Graduate Record Examination (GRE) is used for
admittance to graduate
schools.
However, any · student
who wants to take the GRE
for graduate school admittance must apply to the
Educational Testing Service to take the GRE Aptitude a n d-o r Advanced
Tests, and must pay the
appropriate fee, according

The formal ruling by the
Board ··of Regents on the
appeal of James Hoff~r,
former USF freshman,
will not be made until September.
The Regents have 'not
scheduled a meeting for
August. The ruling will settle whether or not proper
due process was followed
during Hoffer's hearing bef9r~ .pt~ t,JS:[,~~oard of,l)iscipline - a na ·~Appeals '"last
fall. He was suspended.
Hoffer claimed that he
should have been ·allowed
to be present in the hearing room at all times, that
no Board _members should
have left before the hearing ended, and that no
clear rules of procedure
existed at the time.

,.H.M.S .. Pina.fore' Launched Tuesday N~ght
Theatre USF's Summer Theafl-e Festival, Gaslight Repertory,
opened Monday _evening with the prod~ction ·of Berna'rd
Shaw's Candida and was 'followed Tnesday. evening wif.h f.be
light and lively production of Gilbert and Sullivan's H.M.S.
Pinafore. The vampire classic, Dracula, will ~nd the opening
nighters t-0night. Curtain time is 8 :30 p.m. Upcoming dates

for the productions are: Candida, Thursday Aug. 7 and 10;
·Pinafore, Friday, Tuesday and Aug. 9 and Dracula, Saturday,
Monday and Aug. 8. All three productions lll'e being staged
in a turn-of-th~tury.motif. Guest set llesigner is New York
and Hollywood designer Furth Ullman.

MAY ENTER 'GREAS-E PAINT'

Theatre USF Selected For
American Col/8ge Theatre Fest
-

; i
·By KEN SINGLETON
Sta.ff Writer
The Theatre ·. Arts Department has been selected as one
of three Florida entrants in
the . first Afuerican'=- GollegeTh~tre Festival. A total of
191 . colleges . and universities
will- participate, with the 10
best productions being staged
in Wash_in.gton, D.C. next
spring.
. USF,. the ·University of
Miami and · Palm Beach Jr.
Coll~ge ' are among · the 26
southern entrants ·. .in Region
10. Each seb9ol will present a

Juergerlsen . Named
State Poetr.y .He:ad
.

,

.

...

,

production of its choice,. and a the 10 productions will be pre- added the Southeast is "the
regional committee may nQm- . sented three times in Wash- most active college theatre
inate up to three productions · mgton D.C. in the newly re- . region in the country."
The 10 productions chosen
for consideration by the Festi- stored Ford's Theatre and in
a temporary theatre on the by the central committee for
val's central committee.
Russell G_. \Yhaley, chair- Mall. The productions will be the Festival will have all ex-man"'1)t--tbe:.;.Tlieatre::-'A rts.:='l;l:--:-,-st.tged ,next~spring ·from April. __ pen~paid and will remain
in Washington D.C. for the du:
partment and one of the Festi- 'J:l to May 12.
Whaley said that USF's ration of the Festival.
val's. regional judges, said
The American Colle e Theal!SF will be one of the judging entry will probably be a ~usis1tes. H_e ad~ed th~t the USF ~al by Newley and Br1cuse, tre Festival has be:n orga1'!1e Roar of the Grease nized to give national recogni:P:oduction will be Judged here
Pamt and the Smell of the tion to the high quality of colm December.
Crowd."
THE FESTIVAL'S central
It is the first ·schedu1ed USF lege and university theatre .
productions and to promote incommittee: will judge the best
production this coming fall, creased public interest in
productions- from the 13 . na- ·"
and will be presented in the theatre.
tional regions, and from these new Theatre Classroom BuildThe Festival is being made
. choose the best 10. Each of ing.· Tryouts for · the ·musical
through the efforts of
possible
production will be held the
Educational
American
the
last week of September, and
the
Association,
e
r
t
a
e
h
T
are open to all students.
American National Theatre
WHALEY -I S optimistic and Academy, American Airabout · USF's chances in the lines, and Friends of the John
Theatre Festival. He said F. Kennedy Center for the
Florida is the southeastern Performing · Arts . and the
leader in co~ege theatre, and Smithsonian Institution.

He was\ riciuded in the· 10th
Dr. Hans Juergensen, associate professor in the Humani- Edition of.' "Who's Who in the .
the One-to-One Group, Film a way as to enhance under- ties department at USF has Southwest," .,.a division of
Classics League and the Up- standing of the family of man been elected president of the "Wlio's··.Wno in· America" by
ward Bound Project. There in_ its richness and variety." National Federation of State Ma'rquis.; ·This bottor was
, .
•·
will oe no admission charge; ·
given ,h im because of his 3rd
"Right Now" is a documen- Poetry Societies.
' The society has its head- boo""k ·of ·· poetry,' ·" ExistentialThe New York Times called tation of the processes, people
at State College in ism · ·canon and · 0th er quarters
responsible
of
problems
and
"Nothing · But A Man," "A
,,,. .
Negroes in Savannah, Ga., Oklahoma. Juergensen's wife, Poems)"
film of which this country can . getting out the vote before the E lsa, has be·en elected Corre· JUERGENSEN graduated
be proud. The splendid thing 1964 elections which saw half sponding Secretary of the Po- from . Upsala Colleg~, East
O~~ge., N:~w;._Jersey: · He r~
about ' this picture is the sim- a million Negroes added to etry Society.
~ D I A L 619
HANS JUERGENSEN':
DR. JUERGENSEN'S latest cei'le(f ~ his --fb.Ii> in English
plicity . and honesty with voter-registration polls in the ·
book, "Sermons From The an,g.:__ jG~hnan~---~(:omparative
QUESTION: Why is the Aegean s.0 ··1 a··t·e·. ·m comi·ng
which the conflict is drawn." South.
Dr. Mart:ifi Luther King Jr. Ammunition Hatch of the Ship Litel'a{ure , fi;Qm/.£Johns Hop- ry .Association. Juergens-en
,~as also named in the 3rd out? I h eard that t h e E d itor stole the ·proofs ·a nd···is
IT CONCERNS the personal called the film, "A superb and of Fools," is a Vagabond pub- ..kin's Univ.ez;s'ity.
.. . .
..
e_ditio~ of the · "Director_y. of hiding them for ransom..
-.
a'"!ld.
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.
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Southern
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of
struggle
artful film document, the
ev~r.yone
is,
matter
the
'fruth."of
The
ANSWER:
.
_
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Scholars."
American
..
j,>t_o
_
f
_
.Tampa
tbe
of
year.
this
C(?•foW1q~r.
of
4
moveffective,
accurate,
most
and his wife in a society hos' s.e ems to wish someone had -stolen the edftor and •held
"ft
tile to them. The film is free ing account I -have seen of the
7 -,~•"',liim ·forransom becau~e::4"e· istheon ewho ·forgotto
. people of the South. who are
of blatancy, and politics and
the backbone of the Freedom
./
1: · · :send~ecopytothe,printer. ·· ,.1- -. ·
1-, ..is said to be convincing in its Movement.''
~~ing ·on in" one 0f the
·,;" ·. Y •· ,·- -'-'Q ~STION: There is_a ·
-. ,' , J.".. . -,: · :i.f'_ ",·'· - ,: W~l, ..... presentation of_ Negroes who
f· ~ : <forms as.to: how many bricks (totalJ . have been used
• - •·• · ·: ~, . . ; _: ~ ;-: •· . ,-<r' r... . _
·• : ,
.
are human beings, in · recog·. . ;', · ... in the constructi?n of a ll b uildir:ig~ orr ca~pus; what is
.
, ·.:
.· ·,;
l_; :: .:,-- ·: :·.'- -t
nizable settings.
College Students
the cost per brick; wp.o got the contract Jor these
~
,I.- ..=· . · ~:·
.
was it one ~o~tracts.or many?
bricks,
_
It is the winner of the VenANSWER: This Is a tough one and .here IS the -an·
_
ice International Film Festi- Topic For
swer according to a formula devised by Charles W.
val, 1964 and the National
Council• ·of -Churches award, Viewpoint Panel'
This letter from Pres. classes - the typical class- dents, that the quarter calen- Butler, director _of Physical Plant. Assume a building
.1965, "for a film which porJohn Allen originally ap- room ·Holds 30-40 students, and dar brought grave a cademic is 150 feet by 200 feet, multiply that by two to find total
trays human society. and its
The University·. Ce n t e r
only - a handful are larger --pressures on the students we feet. ~hat gives 700 fee_t around the building . Multiply
cultural environment in such (CTR) Special Events Com- -peared in the July.Jssue of classrooms. Actu·ally, . only believe that we fell ·into 'this that by t he height (assume 20'). That gives you 14,000
mittee will present a View- the S·undry, . a , facility seven can be . considered situatien inadvertently be- square feet. Now, square feet by seven and that gives
point program, "Today's Col- magazine, as an open let- large, ranging from the Thea- cause the transition was not
you the number of bricks per square foot. Or 14,000 by
tre,-seating 550, to the Physics _d~ecqy from semester to
lege Students: New Breed or ter to the university.
7 equals 98,000 bricks. This is the formula if you can
Auditorium, · seating under quarter.
Neurotic Breed, today at 2.
Growth of ,the University
the dimsions for the buildings. Good luck! The
get
p.m., in CTR 252.
200.
The trimester was a com·
seems certain to continue at
per brick is $90 to $100 per 1,000 bricks a nd
prrce
0ur . fac;ulcy-student ratios pressed semester, and to
The program will attempt its overwhelming rate. Applicontractors were used for t he different buildmany
to,.J>rovide, through dialogue, cations for admission · from for' teaching and !8.dv.ismg are make the · transition tci the
to Mrs. Harriet Seligsohn,
ings.
a
univerconverted
state
often
we
other
to
quarter,
sirrtila-r
some insight into the psycho- new s~dents have come in at
assistant di.rector of the of-'
QUESTION: When is the class s c hedule corriing
logical and emotional posi- a faster pace than ever be- sities. We must · find ways, 3 semester-hour course into a
flee of evaluation services.
proplabthe
and
when
classroom
the
quarter-hour
4
in
boUt
stuWill it be mailed out?
college
out?
today's
of.
tions
fore.
"The Area Tests which
_,
dents.
advising
the
in
and
oratory
have
should
ion
conv~
er
According to our grapevine from the
ANSWER:
-addihave
we
Fortunately,
are required of all Liberal
Administration Buildi,ng, the Quarter I s c hedule will
The panel will include Dr. tional staff joining us ·for the situations, to be of assistance been 3 to 5.
Arts and Basic Studies maEdmund Allen, USF Develop- fall, and with two new build- to all of our students, not just
I would ask every Dean, appear in the issue of Aug ust 7. Copies will be mailed
jors at USF are designed
' mental Center; Dr. Robert ings and one addition to be those who are having diffict,11- every department head, and out to incoming and returning students.
to assess the broad . outBurke, USF Histor__y Depart- ready we wUl be able to ' ac- ties or feel they need help. each individual faculty memcomes," she said, "of eduQUESTION: Why can't the tµi companies have a
ment; Dr. Owen Frederick- commodate the larger enrollOur students, because of ber to review -courses ~nder . flat rate from Tampa Internation a l Airport to the Unication in the liberal arts,
son, O.S.B., professor of phi- ment.
our selective admission sys- his jurisdiction to be certain vers ity ?
whereas the aptitude test
losophy, St. Breed College,
At the same time, we are tem, are equal or superior in that we have not done an inis a test of general scholasANSWER: A fla t rate means fare to the Univer~
P eru, Illinois; Otha Favors, accused occasionally of being academic ability to those in justice to the students and to
tic ability, and is used for
a nd back to the the original place so it would be
sity
student president of the One- impersonal because we are most of the other state univer- the subjects we teach in
predicting a student's futhan the present r ate. Present rates usually
higher
.
BarScott
and
of
Club;
to-one
assignment
terms of the
large. I am convinced this siti~s in the country.
ture academic s uccess."
Where it is the general feel- flours and credits to the cours- run from $5·.50 to $6.50 from the Airport to the front of
nett, president of the . Student should be a non sequitur. We
Association.
the Administration Building . ·
are not organized for large ing, even among these stu.' es being offered.

GRE ·c-orrection l

Set In Sept.
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The Mayor's ,Big Problem Is Patronage
0~C LE

~~
2-July 31, 1968, U. of South Florida

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Two Kinds Of Law And Order
I

Politicians are fond of espousing what the community needs "toprogress," as are academicians.
They say the economy must boom,
the schools should be top-notch,
and everyone should vote. But if
you believe a Northwestern University professor and his computer, you may end up with a riot.
, Prof. John C. Maloney, in an interview with Elizabeth Whitney of
the St. Petersburg Times last Sunday, identified several factors
which correlated positively with
the severity of ·and number of
urban disorders.
REVEALINGLY, HE SAID the

Tampa-St. Petersburg area is not
likely because, looking at his data,
the area's economy is not especially booming, the public primary
and secondary schools are not top
quality, and hardly anyone votes.
From the riot standpoint, this is
supposed to be good. We have law
anaorder.
What riot-prone areas were
"high" in, Maloney found, were:
yr .A High-income middle class,
which I attracts lower income
groups.
yr. A high voter participation in
the 1964 election.
yr A high percentage of good
housing.
yr.A high percentage of incomes over $15,000 annually.
yr A high percentage of children in private schools.
yr A high per capita spending
rate on police.
Where rioting is least apt to
occur, "low" factors could be
cited:
yr Low education and low income.
Y' Low Negro income compared to white income.
yr _Low percentage of persons
who live in a metropolitan statistical area, but who work outside of
.

it.

Low retail sales.
1" Low government (a nd
overall) highway spending.
index.
~-- What could happen is that taken
by themselves, these data could be
1:1sed .to justify the claims of segregation and parochially - minded
·conservatives who argue that the
way to peace is to "keep 'em poov,
keep 'em ignorant, and keep 'em
away." This, too, is law and order.
Fortunately, Maloney revealed
that doing _the exact opposite is
a lso a means to law and order. It
would mean "make 'em richmake 'em smart, and -make 'em
welcome." It's not all that simple
(or so brutally colloquial) , nor is it
a process of "making" anyone.
1"

MALONEY FOUND t h r e e
subgro'ups of Negroes, only one of

which is making a fuss: The "up.
ward mobiles," and the "submissives" are the citizenship award
winners. These are the rich and
the poor Negroes who either don't
need hope, or don't have any.

-

It's the "between class" Negroes who are making noises. They
are the ones who still don't have
the goods but do have hope of getting them. Maloney said the "between class" Negroes, as with any
other group at this stage, "suffer
from the adult-child marginality
which places an awesome psychological burdern on teenagers of either race in America." Thus, he
said, they lash out - at the· other
social subgroups in America, including the other two black ones.
The others, of course, lash back riots.
If all this means that the Negro
is in his adolescence as a social
group, there is hope. He can still
change his future adult patterns.
Wise parents are not paternalistiG,
guiding their child's every step.
They leave their soon-to-be adult to
develop in his own direction by his
own efforts. The achievements
must be his if he is to grow. What's
more, the parents cannot consider
their efforts at helping as a debt to
be repaid later.
CONVERSELY, TO abandon
any concern is to make him weak
and insecure and resentful, as do
efforts to keep him a child by refusing help when asked. This is the
difference between over-compensating government aid (which Maloney criticizes), and the "bash •~m
on the head" attitude of the cmTent
. "law and order" and the "stand up
for America" crowds. ·
Thus, the two peaceful Negro
groups illustrate two kinds of law
and order. One is to keep the
schools underfinanced, w h i c h
keeps educational quality d9wn,
which drives or keeps away business looking for pools of _quality
talent, which keeps the economy
stagnant, which keeps the schools
underfinanced. Th i s produces
"submissives," and law and or der.
The other is to finance adequately the schools, which raises the
educational quality, which attracts
and holds business looking for
pools of quality talent, which stimulates the economy, which keeps
the schools adequately financed.
This is producing " upward ·mobiles.," and law and order.
The question to ask Gov. Wallace, Gov. Kirk, Sen. Thurmond,
and other Southe.m (and Northern)
officials which they would choose:
law and order because the people
are too poor to fight, or law and
order because the people have no
need to fight?

OUR READERS WRITE

Channels Do Work '
EDITOR:
It was encouraging to see (The Oracle, July 17) that the outrageous traffic
fines and procedures at USF have finally
been revised to a fairly reasonable
order. This is an excellent example of
student potential, and is only a small
sample of what a cogent, continuous ef-
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fort by serious-minded students can pro·
duce.
Since the present fines and procedures were institutionalized a year ago,
concerned student leaders have waged a
forceful, concerted battle for a more efficient and reasonable system: While some
students stood on their soapboxes, promulgating the failures and weaknesses of
the present system, and blaming those
failures O!). the "outdated, fascist controlled institution," others brought about
important, tangible results by workihg
thr ough the proper, through-channel IJrocedures.
THESE STUDENTS deserve much of
the credit for the changes which have
been recently approved by the Regents.
Sen. Tonkin and Sen. Coe, Rep. Savidge,
and others, have continuously worked
through the administration, and in behalf
of the student body, in order to produce
an adequate and fair system of traffic
fines and procedures.
This in no way implies that our University is run by a flexible, understanding administration which is always
receptive to change and improvement. It
does demonstrate, however, that the University institution is not the rigid, immutable wall of uniformity and dependence
on sta tus quo that s ome would like for us
to believe.
Certainly the institution has its faults
and inefficiencies. It can be molded into
something better than it is now. And by
using the proper procedures, we, the students, have a great potential for being
the molders of that better institution.
STEVE ANDERSON
Student Senator

From Toe Economist

GARY, Ind_ - "The Hatcher blessing

one of America's blackest ghetto towns.

Negro newspaper, commenting on the inability of America 's best known Negro
city mayor to deliver votes to his chosen
candidates for Democratic nominations
during the recent primary elections in
Lake County.

Yet the fact is that only four months
after taking over in Gary, the dominant
town in Lake County, every black candidate endorsed for office in the county by
Hatcher was resoundingly beaten; and in
each case the victors were nominees or
allies of the county Democratic party,
Hatcher's foe, John Krupa.

Richard G. Hatcher has been mayor
for six months of the grim steel town of
Gary in Lake County, northern Indiana.
Gary has a Negro majority - estimated
at nearly 60 per cent of tfle population.which first manifested its power when it
voted Hatch~r into office last year. .

TmS IS A pity, not merely because
cleaner politics in Lake County would be
a good thing in itself, but because a more
sympathetic county government would
also make it easier for Hatcher to get
the share of county and state funds which
Gary badly needs.

BATCHER WON by the barest majorconspicuously corrupt
ity, defeating
county Democratic party machine only
with the help of Kennedy money and
men, with the blessing of the Johnson
Administration and with a federal court
injunction on the eve of the election
which prevented Hatcher's opponents
from counting the votes of voters long
since dead.

As it is, Hatcher is being forced to
rely too exclusively on-help from federal
government agencies and private philanthropic foundations; he dare not increase
Gary's own revenue by higher taxation.

is the kiss of death," wrote the local

a

It is a fair bet that the mayor has already lost the support of up to a quarter
of the Negroes in Gary. Some he was
bound to lose. Used for years to seeing
city plums going to venal whites, many
The decline of· the mayor's political ' voted for Hatcher last year so that black
fortunes in the short time since his elecmen too might qualify for fat city .jobs.
tion alarms all those - and there are
HATCHER'S· INTEGRITY disappoints
many - who wish to see him succeed in

the crowd of place-seekers that constantly mills about the ante-chambers of his
office. This disaffection is compounded
by his unfortunate indecisiveness when
faced, as he has been several times, by
crucial committee vacancies to be filled
and by his weakness as an administrator.
He seems as unable as his less reputable predecessors were to curb the
opening of new clip joints, the prospering
of new rackets, and the high unemployment a mong the young Negroes whose
parents elected him.
Gossip determines Hatcher's reputation at present because he is too withdrawn -a nd too busy to hear what is
being said and too aloof, if he hears anything, to deny it.

EVEN ms reputation as. ,an uncommitted, clean politician has suffered. His
determination to oust Krupa and his
cronies from the headquarters of Lake
County's Democratic party led Hatcher
to ally himself before the primary elections with another Democratic mayor
Dr. ·John Nicosia of neighboring East
·
Chicago.
Dr. Nicosia happens to dislike Krupa
but he is white and is considered by
Hatcher's high minded supporters, rightly or wrongly, to be as venal as anyone
else. Having lost good will for Hatcher,
this doubtful alliance then collapsed anyway ·because Hatcher proved unable to
stop one of bis own lieutenants from entering the race for county treasurer
against one of Dr. Nicosia's men.
Hatcher has certainly made political
mistakes, but the setbacks seem at least
to have confirmed him in his determination to stick out a four-year term and,
with more white support than before, to
gain a second. He seems to realize that
his ambitions will be best served by_
making a good name as mayor.

THIS WILL not be easy. He spends a
lot of his time outside Gary, some of it
on lecture tours, but much of it in Washington, D.C., and New York drumming
up funds from the government and the
foundations. His reputation, the heaviness with which Gary's predicament
weighs on good liberal consciences and
the national disillusion that would occur
among Negroes if Hatcher fails are his
only weapons for getting to the head of
the queues for such funds.
His speaking tours, l'!e feels, can only
help this cause, though it is certainly
true that every lecture fee helps to pay
off the personal debts he still carries
from last year's election campaign.

MAYOR BATCHER
• . . is there a. repairma.n?
harmed him with the present Administration and with a future Humphrey administration as well.

HE WAS friendly to Sen. Eugene
McCarthy and his was the only black
face that could be seen welcoming Richard Nixon to Gary's scruffy airport during the campaign.
One of the reasons for total concentration getting money now is the possibility of a less sympathetic Republican Administration next year. Those closely in
touch with Hatcher's office have been
told to expect a number of announcements of federal and private grants of
modest size, but specifically aimed at
providing what Gary is shortest of,
money to pay for good administrators:
in this case a public safety officer and a
staff to handle community development
and finance.
It is important that such people
should ·be installed and waiting when the
federal money does start to fiow. Washington has so far. undertaken to finance
two urban renewal projects costing $15million. There has been a larger average
increase in funds from the Office of Economic Opportunity and $2.4-million has
also been provided for a program to deal
with hard-core unemployment.

AT THE SAME time Hatcher has
gained co-operation from Gary's steel
mills, the town's dominant employers, in
providing jobs for t he unemployed over
the summer - the unspoken alternative
is higher local taxes on corporations.

It is a race against time in a number
of ways. Hatcher has little political capital left to spend. He is black, more than
ordinarily intelligent, but no demagogue.
While on this uncertain odyssey for
He has against him an entrenched and
navigate
to
has
Hatcher
public money,
the national political scene with care. He
newly victorious opposition, who already
felt unable to publicly declare a preferhave to hand a focal point of attack in
ence for his main ,benefactor, Sen. Robthe gifted outsiders whom Hatcher has
ert Kennedy, during the Indiana presi~forced to bring- in. to ..get..new probeen
dential primary campaign; it might 'have -·
grams n:ioving .

.

.Regents' Ruling Is Intimidation
By JAMES L. POWERS •
From "T he University Report"
University of Florida

GAINESVILLE - Shuddering in the
wake of the Sorbonne, Columbia and
(God forbid) FSU student upheavals,
Florida's Boo.rd of Regents lashed back
this month with a new repressive disciplinary policy giving . university presidents almost complete discretion to
expel immediately students charged with
any "crime" of interfering with the
orderly processes of the University or
anything which would reflect dishonor or
discredit to the University.
Students may now be summarily dismissed by the , president without any
prior hearing . to determine · either their
guilt of the alleged "crime" or whether
the alleged "crime" did actually interfere with the '·orderly processes · of the
university or reflect dishonor on the institution.

THIS NEW Regents poficy destroys
tlJe promise of UF's Student Code of
Conduct to specifically limit the University's authority a nd require "basic procedural" fairness . . . at all stages in
the administration of discipline.
In contrast to the Regents' policy allowing summary dismissal by the president the code demands that before suspension or explusion can be imposed, the
students must have written notice of the
charges and evidence against him and
an opporhmity for an adviser and an
open hearing.

cation in the University community:
versity's charges against five UF stuPres. O'Connell's Action Conference. The
dents who had committed the "crime" of
progressive proposals now before the
"trespassing" during a sit-in protesting
will have to be reconsidered
conference
campus.
on
Dow Chemical r ecruiters
in view of the Regents' apparent destrucBut more importantly, the new policy
tion of the Student Code of Conduct. .
s e e m s t o a i m a t preventionBut the way remains open for O'Con. by-intimida tion of mass demonstrations
nell to r e-assert his leadership toward a
like that at FSU. Had FSU Pres. Chammore humanitaran University environpion then had the power he now has it is
ment. O'Connell has several alternatives
certainly questionable that the FSU demto guarantee students the kind of judicial
onstrations could have occurred.
fairness he developed in years on the
Ironically, the FSU demonstrations,
Florida Supreme Court.
that seemed to ma ny observers to be responsible, peaceful attempts to achieve .
HE CAN ask the Action Conference
some role for students in University
for proposals as to how he should use his
policy-making, have resulted in this ultinew power. He can reaffirm his fuith in
matum of the Regents' threatening disthe Student Code of Conduct. He can promissal for dissent.
duce his own guidelines for student bebased on criteria of individual
havior
in
reform
for
THE URGENT need
freedom and fairness guarantees or prostate university administration articulatcedural fairness and free speech and la.S·
ed by the Tallahassee students, the need
sembly.
for more open communication in the University community, for greater student
A strong statement by O'Connell now
participation in policy-making, for recould dispel the intimidation of the Respect for the dignity of the individual in
gents' ruling, assure the further success
the administrative bureaucracy was
of the Action Conference, and convince
viewed instead by the Regents as a call
a ll the students of Florida of at least one
for revolution a la Sorbonne, eliciting apuniversity administration's sincerity in
propriate repressive meicisures.
seeking new answers to problems of student dignity and happiness in the multivThis policy now threatens the one serious attempt at constructive communi- ersity_

By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer
Once again Tampa Tribune sports columnist Tom McEwen has spoken out in
behalf of an expanded sports program at
USF. This time, commenting on the efforts of a frustrated Frank Winkles, vice
president of the Student Association.
Winkles believes, supported by the
continuing efforts of McEwen, that the
Tampa community as well as USF students and faculty want an expanded program. As taxpayers and supporters of
the University they deserve it.
McEwen's most recent article as
spawned by an interview of ex-telecaster
Red Barber with USF Pres. John Allen
and Dr. Richard Bowers, USF director
of physical education.
IN ms COLUMN, Barber said Bowers thought students didn't miss basket.
ball or football and "most of them don't
even think about it. There is a small minority that would like to see basketball,
but it is a small minority."
McEwen reviewed recent efforts of
polls, samplings, surveys and ballots,
showing the exact opposite. McEwen emphasized the peaceful going - through the - proper - channel methods used, and
how they have all fallen short of recognition by University Administration and
the Board of Regents.

ACCORDING TO the code, "expulsion
or suspension sh-all be imposed only after
determination by the Honor Court or by
the Committee on Student Conduct of
guilt or mis,conduct." In addition t?eliminating the requirement of a hea:1ng determining guilt, the Regents' policy sets
new standards of guilt.
However, the new standard of conduct reflecting dishonor or discredit invites the same abuses of a uthority as
exercised under the vague standard of
"conduct unbecoming to a student" used
in the Pamme Brewer case. The code attempted to remove this vagueness by allowing disciplinary measures only for
acts which violated the "health, safety,
and aoademic reputation."
What remains is only the intimidation
of no guidelines for conduct, particularly
in the areas of free speech and assembly,
coupled with completely discretinary discipline. Thus the new Regents' policy can ·
now prevent the embarrassing thing that
happened this May under the Student
Code of Conduct.
AFrER A three - month hearing the
Student Conduct Committee, set up to
administer the Code, threw out the Uni-

SA Still
Holding
Basketball

Winkles legitimately complained of
trying to do "everything legitimately"
but without "any legitimate results."
Both agreed that the recent trend of
"demonstrations, riots, and violence"
might be the only way to get things
done, when "we take things straight
through channels and nobody pays any
attention."
Winkles will continue to fight for lnter<:ollege sports, preferably basketbalt
for now. Frustrated by recent failure to
move for a basketball team at an athlet.
ic council meeting, he will petition the
Board of Regents once again, and bring
the matter to area legislators due to
meet here soon.

Keeping It Clean, At FSU: Dissent Outlawed?

His only hope now is to eventually determine the - feasibility of major collegiate sports for USF.
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15. SERVICES OFFERED

3. FOR RENT

Trailer Lots, Trailers, Campers Day Nursery and Kindergarten

& Campsites for rent on Lake- Open year round with expert supervision and instruction Safety10 min. from USF. 949-5762.

Land-13202-15th St. See Page 6.
bedroom · central heat & air,
completely furnished - $125. per EXPERT TYPIST, THESES,
mo. 10411 Sassafras-Temple Ter- TERM PAPERS. CALL AFTER
6: 839-4827. MRS. DRIVER.
race. Call 932-3912 after- 6.
Typing Service: See R. Dunagan
Studio cottage, furnished, pri- English office, 421.
vate. Good for coed. 1704 W.
Humphrey near Rome. 935-3557. 21. PERSONALS
Entire 1st floor-furnished apt.- Sophomores, Juniors, Senio!s.
accommodates 4. $28 & utilities STOP! Don't waste your service
per mo each. Kitchen equipped. obligation.. "Naval Aviation"
wants you · to join an exciting
25th Ave. off Neb. 988-3065.
team, with your future in mind.
Let the "FLY NAVY TEAM"
5. FOR ~ALE
answer your questions on camWedding gown, 3 ' bridesmaids' pus July 29 through August 2.
gowns, flower girl dress, matching headpiece (pink). Phone
932-7109
Gainesville~s 'Alligator'
2

Bullelln Board nollces should be sent
DIRECT to: " Director, Campus Publicatlons, CTR 223" (ext. 618) no later
than Wednesday noon for publication
fhe following Wednesday.
Send news Items direct to: "Editor,
The Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).

Official Notices
CORRECTION TO BASIC STUOIES
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE:

TEMPLE TERACE - 3BR -CB Gets Some Competition
Landscaped corner lot. Buy owners equity and assume all incluUniversity Report, the sesive $74 payment. Back yard
ond
campus newspaper at the
fenced. 988-1337.
Custom Built 1966 Tampico-Mo- University of Florida, was enbile Home, 8' x 35' with 4 x 8 dorsed by the 75-member Acfront rm. tip out & built in ste- tion Conference appointed by
reo. 988-il31 ext. 467 or 988-2420.
President Stepehen C. O'Conafter 5.
nell.
11. WANTED

HEN.RY'$

.Package Store
Slightly used golf balls
25c & 4qc ea.

$1 00,000 Telescope
Acquired .By ·usF
1

A $100,000 ,telescope will be
in operation in USF's Observatory in several weeks. The
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope
is the second largest and most
expensive instrument of its
kind in Florida.

The ·o bservatory is equipped
with a motorize_d sliding roof,
which can move to allow the
scope to scan any part of the
sky.

GE O R GE GATEWOOD,
graduat~ student 1n charge of
·COLDEST BEER
Ordered over a year ago, the observatory, said future
IN TOWN
the 26-inch reflecting tele- plans call for a main hook-up
KINGCOME'S
~
~
scope
has a special optical de- via a telescope position read.,
TRIMMINGS
sign which will produce ing instrument to the computSewinJ and Costuine Su~plies. ~ sharper and clearer photo12309 Nebraska Ave.
• Millinery and Needle oint ,
er Research Center on cam(Just A Little N. of Fowler)
graphic plates.
"•• Ava.A hwlerPh.93~1161 ,.
~
O~EN 10 A.M.:. 12 P.M.
pus. .the computer will store
' .
After objects are photo- the information for ftlture use
graphed, the plates .are stored
and filed for reference or can as well as give ·answers to asbe made into slides ·for use in . tronomical problems.
I
the USF,' Plane~rium.
The telescope was built
JOSEPH A. CARR, assoti- under the direction of Robert
. ate curator of the Planetari- Smith of Tinsley Laboratories .
um, said that the telescope is It was designed by Dr. James
"as precise as modern engi- G. Baker, owner of the design
s·andals ,
Vests
of the. Baker-Schmidt tele. neering could make."
Bags
Belts •
scope that is used in satellite
Hair Pieces
Skirts
The 8,500 pound instrument tracking. Baker also has deEar Wires
Moccasins
is counterbalanced by a 1,000 signed the correctors for the
All ITEMS CUSTOM MADE
pound weight and can be easi- 200-inch Palomar telescope in
ly turned by a small motor. California.
306 N. DALE MABRY
~

Summer Quarter flnal exmainaflons for
CBS 110, all sections, will be in the Engineering Auditorium on Thursday,
Aug. 22, from l to 3 p,m.
. GRE AREA TESTS are not generally
used for admittance to graduate
schools; this Information In a news
story in last week's Oracle is Incorrect.
Any student who wants to take the test
for this purpose must apply to the Edu•
cational Testing Service to take the
GRE Aptitude and-or Advanced Tests,
and must pay the appropriate fee. The
Area Tests which are required of all
l iberat Arts and Basic Studies majors
at USF are designed to . assess the
GfflpUS
00
broad outcomes of education In the liborganizallons
Times and places
eral arts, whereas t he Aptitude Test is meeting regularly are 01posted on the
a test of genera I scholastic ability a nd Un iversity center lobby bulletin boards.
is used for predicting a student's future
academic suicess.
TODAY
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT may
,
Pholo Exhibit, all day, CTR 108.
be checked out in Gym 105. Golf clubs,
U.S. · Navy Recruiling, from 8 a.m.,
tennis racquets, basketballs, volleyballs,
204,
205.
lobby,
CTR
bicycles, and many other Items a re
Developmental Reading for Junior
available. Recreational kits Of si,orts
equipment are available for picnics and · High and Colleges, 8 a.m., CTR 200.
Viewpoint Luncheon, noon, CTR 25~.
outings. Equipment Room hours :
Viewpoint, 2 p.m., CTR 252.
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to. 10 p.m.
U.C. Photo Club, 2 p.m., CTR 213.
Co-Op Information Session, 2 p.m.,
ENG 3.
College of Educalion Association, 2
p.m., EOU 202C.
Sports Car Club, 8 p.m., CTR 226.
Play: ·" Dracula ," 8:30 p.m., TAT.
THURSDAY
Photo Exhibit, a ll day, CTR 108.
U.S. Navy Recruiting, trom 8 a.m.,
lobby, CTR 204, 205.
Developmental Reading f(Jr Jr. High
and College, 8 a .m., CTR 200.
CQT, 9 a.m., BUS 210.
U.S. Music Committee, 2 p.m., CTR

C

The tabloid-size paper will
Waiter trainees needed. High
tip Income & salary & meals. 1 concentrate on issues signifiLos Novadades ph. 248-4195
cant :for members of the uniGirl to share apartment near
versity
community and help
USF, Qtr. 1, Z, 3. Call Barbara
988-7579.
improve relations between
Girl to share apt. 2 miles from students, faculty ialld ad.minisI
.
USF. Starting.Qtr. 1. can Linda,
tration.
932-2844 after 6 p.m.
The we~kly newspaper, edited by Richard Martin of
Hollywood, has a 3,500 circulation and is expected to be flnanced by Gainesville advertisers.

Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
SWIMMING POOL hours are:
Monday-Friday, 12: 30 p.m. to 5: 30
p.m.
Saturday-Sunday, 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday- F riday, 8 p.m. to
10 p.m. Children under 7 years of age
must be accompanied by an adult U
years or older.
GOLF COURSE ls oi,en from 8 a.m.
to dark weekdays; 7 a .m. to dark on
Saturday, Sunday and holidays. Ca ll
988-1635 for further Information.
1969 AEGEAN reservalions are now
being accepted in the Office of Campus
Publications, CTR 223. No books will be
distributed next mid-May without advance reservation from students, facul•
ty and s taff at $1 total cost ($1.50 if the
book is to be mailed). Reservations will
close Jan. 15, 1969.
1968 AEGEAN distribut ion to those
who reserved copies is expected before
the end of summer session. Walch The
O~acle for announcement of dales.

..
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Abstract Art
·Is On Exhibit

The Florida 17 Art Exhibit
is now on display in the Library Art Gallery.
The paintings done in a _variety of materials ranging
from metals and Acrylic to
plywood and Formica represent the works of 17 of Florida's finest painters.
One arist, Ernest L. Cox is
the assistant Professor of Art
at USF. Other· painters include: Eugene Massin, Geoffrey Naylor, Bernard VoichysoJik, Doris Leeper - the only
woman honored, Syde Solomon,. Hiram Williams and a
student of his Stephen Lotz.
Most of the paintings were
done in an abstract style. Students reactons to this style
v·ere many and varied. Some
students' thought the paintings
"good" while others considered them "a littlec· weird."
Most admitted that Florida is
not behind in artistic talents.
The Florida 17 exhibit will
be on display from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. through Aug. 15.

SUNDAY
Sigma Nu, 7 p.m., CTR 203.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7 p.m., CTR 251.
MONDAY
.
Fall FHhlon Forec:ut, 2 p.m .._ CTR
252.
Play: " Dracula," 8:30 p.m., Theatre.
TUESDAY ,.
8:30 p.m.,
Play: H.M.S. Pinafore,
lheatre.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 7
Pl Mu Epsilon Receplion, 2 p.m., CTR

Quarter II. Addillonal Information !1
ava ilable in t he Co-Op office, E NG 37,
ext. 171. The following are some of the
employers seeking Co-op students and th1
area desired.
EDUCATION
l!'.ducallon: Department of Stale, Passpen Division, various locations; General
Services
Administration,
Washlnglon,
O.C.; Montanari Resldenllal Treatment
Center and Clinical School, Hia leah, F la.;
National Aeronautics and Space Admlnls•
2!5-5.
!ration, Huntsville, Ala.; National Park
Bahal Club Panel Discussion, 2 p.m ., Service, Washington, o .c. and New York;
CTR 202.
Office of Education, Washlnglon, D.C.

Co-Op Education
TODAY
lnformatiOft session, 2 i,.m., ENG 3; all
students welcome to discuss applications
possible employers, assignments etc.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 7
C1>-<1p students on campus pick up
Worksheets for f'all Quarter In ENG 37
a nd get signature of adviser on Worksheet.
Class schedules and Worksheets fo r
Quarter I, tall, mailed lo Co-op students
currently on Training Assignments.
First class session for Co-op students
going on Training Period, Quarter I, fall,
who have registered, or plan to register,
for PSY 213, Applied Psychology, or soc
261, Social Problems, courses especia lly
for Co-op s tudents. PSY meels at 2 p.m.,
ENG 3, and SOC meets at 2 p.m., ENG

ti

IJ

Check one.
The Peace Corps
Washington; D. C. 20525

s
0
0
N

Co-Op Placem~t

Skyway Drivi Iii.Theatre
JULY 31, AUG. 1
Two Technicolor Hits
Jomes Coburn Specials

"IN LIKE FLINT"
"OUR MAN FLINT"
lox Office Closes 10 p.m: Adm. SOc

Fri,•Sat,

Aug, 2, 3

3 COLOR HITS
D,n Knotts

"RELUCTANT' ASTRONAUT"
Hildagarde Neff

"LOST CONTINENT''
Jomes Stewart

"NAKED SPUR"
Sun.-Mon.-Tues Aug. 4, 5, 6
TWO TECHNICOLOR HITS
George Peppard ·
·

"CARPETBAGGERS"
Sieve McQueen

FP.1-' 101 .

Play: " Dracula," 8:30 p.m., theatre.
Sidewalk Cafe, 8:30 p.m., CTR 248.

"NEVADA SMITH"
Adm. 50c
Starts 8:30

ALLSTATE ~;~~1!~~E
Phone 932-4337
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students
-plusSR 22's filed.
Locq,t~d Next

to Kirby,s Northgate

COLLEGE STUDENTS
18 and Over

Must Show I.D.'s

DANCING

Soul

!

□ Peace
□ Don't kn,O.W'

Grand
Opening

More than 150 employers are currently
seeking USF students for Cooi,erative
Education Training assignments for Quarter I Tra ining Period starting Monday,
Sept. 9. Some openings are also listed to

Psycho/og}' Of Racism

□ war

for

201.

2c1.

Developmental Reading for Colle,e
Bound, 6 :30 p.m., CHE 103.
Upwanl Bound, 7 p.m., RAR 235.
Baha'i Club, 7:30 p.m., CTR 205•
Upward Bound Da nce, 9 p.m., CTR 248.
FRIDAY
Photo Exhibit, all day, CTR 108. .
U.S. Navy Recruiting, from 8 a.m .,
lobby, CTR 204, 205.
Developmental Reading for Jr. High
and College, 8 a.m., CTR 200.
Christian Science Organization, 2 p.m.,
CTR 201.
Movie: "From lhe Terrace," 7 :30 p.m.,
FAH 101.
.
Play: " H.M.S. Pinafore," 8:30 p.m.,
theatre.
·
Band Dance, 9 p.m., CTR 248.
SATURDAY
American College Testing, 8:30 11.m.,
BSA, BUS 106-115.
Movie: " From the Terrace," 7:30 a.m.,

-WATCH

DiSCussed By 'Group'
Black ·persons don't want in- a recent survey which showed panel. Sherman Thomson, ditegration and Tampa Negroes . only one out of forty Negro rector of the USF Learning
. aren't a representative sam- families were against integra- Center was on vacation and
pling of the United States, ac- tion. ·
was unable to serve as the
, cording to self-proclaimed
forth panel member. Gowan
STEGER COUNTERED by served as moderator.
"black militant" Dan Steger.
saying,
"There are too many
Steger is a minister and
Negroes
in Tampa to get an
STEGER REMARKED that
works with the Tampa Inner
opinion of what the Black peo- the principle of integration or
City ghetto programs.
ple want." He added that, " sit down beside me" doesn't
His remarks came at a
"Tampa's agrarian - it isn't a pply to all situations. He said
panel discussion - t u r n e d even a city yet. You were if you say to t hat same ·white
"group therapy" session of the probably talking to people liberal, that you will marry
0 n e-To-O n e Group last right off the farm."·
his daughter, " the same white
Wednesday evening in the
"I don't think that Tampa liberal will shoot you in the
CTR Ballroom. One-To-One is can give you a good sample of back."
hoping to better the existing what the country wants,"
Of his militancy, Steger
racial relations both on and Steger said.
commented, "My militancy
off campus.
· The topic that was sched- means something; I'm comOne s t u d e n t challenged uled was "The Psychology Of municating. If that means hitSteger's comments by quoting Racism." The panel approach ting a guy, I'll do it, although
to the meeting was changed . generally I'll try to · verbal·when · a student challenged ize."
both the panel and the group
Steger remarked that it was
in round table-style and this lack of communication
to
Jet the views about r acial that is one of the primary
relations {:Orne from the a udi- problems in race relations.
ence as well as the panel.
"THE FIRST r esponsibility
STEGER WASN'T a mem- of a human being is to try and
ber of the panel.
initiate dialogue between him
William Smith, professor of and another human being. If
America Idea , said, "Tampa he fails to do it, he is less
m ay be a · country town, but than a human being."
we are here no,v ."
After the session, Shields
Robert A. Warner, chair- Moore, job developer for the ·
man of American Idea; Man- Tampa Commission On Comuel Vega, professor of psy- munity Relations, presented a
chology; _and Howard Gowan, film that compared the comassociate professor of Human- munity relations of Tampa
TERRACE
ities
were members of the and New York City.
BEAUTY SALON

LUXURY APARTMENTS
Near The University. 1 and 2
Bedrooms. Furnished & unfur•
nished. Separate front and rear

entrances overlooking court-

Mod.

Phone 932-8472 yard. Swimming pool & shuffleboard. Carpets and Drapes'.

9302 30th Street

14001 North 30th Street

Across From Busch
Gardens

sit

□

Please send me information.
□ Please send me an application.

Name ________ _ _
Add res..,_________

City_ _ _ _ _ __ __
State.____!ip Code _ _
Published as a public service in cooperation
with The Advertising Council

9303 - 56th St.
Ph. 988-2798

ENJOY GOOD FOOD·
AT
AFFORDABLE
PRICES
Sandwiches - Dinner• Soup• Desserts

** *****

Blue Plate Summer
Special ••• 75c
University Center Cafeterias
FOOD SERVICE From Morrison's

C~lleg~ Of Business Sets
Student Advising Dates
The College of Business Administration will conduct advising for Quarter I from Aug.
5 through 9 for both upper and
lower level students.
All former students returning, whether currently enrolled or not, are r equested to
contact their adviser during
these dates. Those students
not advised during this period
should see their adviser during the week of Sept. 23.
All students who intend to
graduate from the College of
Business Administration in
Quarter I and who have any
status ar e invited to attend a
r ecords check session at 2
p.m. Aug. 5 in BUS 106.

Students currently in lower
level intending to major in
Business Administration are
advised that two quarters or
semesters of college math are
now required for admission to
upper level.
Those students who have
not had their math may be
admitted provisionally provided they are enrolled in a math
course · during the quarter
they apply for admission.
Those students n e e d i n g
math and who qualify a re
urged to enroll in Math 211.
For further information regarding math requirements
phone Fred Power, BUS 427.

Got An Opinion?
"Well, all I know is that we If you look at the letters to the
never had any trouble with light- editor columns in the Tampa
ning until your mother moved in, Tribune or St. Petersburg Times,
and fm:thermore ... » ad infin- · you can get an invaluable under- .
itum, ad absurdum. We all have standing of where the governor
some opinion on some issues that got his public support, or where
everyone (thaes right, everyone) the teachers got theirs.
in the University community If they're in good taste (no dirty
would like to ·know about.
·words. allowed) or do not libel
The Oracle has a column on its anyone (like making an untrue reeditorial ·page called "Our Read- · mark hurting another's profes.ers Write," and its length every sional standing), letters to the e diweek depends on the mood tor often provide more insight
you're in. We value your opin- into a problem than any amount
ions, and many · more people of research ·can give. Letters are
value your opinions than you may· a window into public opinion.
think.
You are the public. What's your
opinion?
ANPA Pacemaker Award 1967
;ACP All America 1967
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Beehavior In Pipeline
Keeps Campus Buzzing

Language-Literature Has
New Electives To Offer
341, 342 - Basic Joumalistic
The Division of Languages JNM
Writing (5)
and•Literature will offer eight J NM 343 - Advanced Journalisllc
Writing (4)
new courses and expanded JNM
347 - News Editing And News
Writing
sections of 21 existing courses PHI 301 (.4)
- Porblems Of Philosophy
( 4)
during the fall quarter.
PHI 303 - Logic (5)
201 - Fundamentals Of Speech
The expansion is designed SPE
(5)
to alleviate the scramble for SP E 203 - Speech Improvement A nd
courses by providing electives Phonetics (5)
of general interest and value
for any student regardless of
his major interest.
Every fall quarter peak enrollments cause a large demand for electives. Many students, especially freshmen ,
and sophomores, have difficulty finding unfilled classes.
The courses listed below are
intended to help those students fill out their schedules.
By BERNICE HULL
The 300-level courses are open
St.alt Writer
to all sophomores and some
Lernu la internacian lingvon
freshmen with the consent of
the instructor. Freshmen may Esperanto.
enroll in any of the 200-level
Spanish? French? No. This
classes.
sentence says, learn the interNEW ELECTIVES
English
I
national language Esperanto. ,
ENG 383 - Selected Topics: Current
Literature (2) 12·13 T
PHYJ.11
Dr. Ludwig L. Zamenhof, a
Philosophy
Polish physician, created · EsPHI 111 - Great Philosophers Of Th!!
Western World (2) 6-7 R CHE 100
peranto in 1887. It is scientiInterdisciplinary Languagefically constructed for ease of
, Literature
•LLI 301 - Main Currents Of Western
learning. Esperanto is a "neuThought I (3) 2 MWF
CHE 201
tral" language - because it
LLI 313 Introduction To Filmwriting (4) 5--6 M 8-9 F
KIVA
With one hump down and one to go, Paul
belongs to no particular counLLI 315 - The Idea Of Freedom (3)
Carlson sits aloft his unfinished turtle sculp, MTF
FOC 106
try.
French ·
ture,. "Two Humps Draggin' A Dragon • • . ,"
FRE 383 - Sele cted Top ics: SignifiTHERE ARE two classes
in &- FAH workshop. 'l'he sculpture will be
cant Contributions Of French Literat ure To Western Thought (3) (In Englearning
Esperanto
at
USF.
lish translation, for non-majors) 6
On Monday and Tuesday eveMWF
German
nings at 7 :30, the classes meet
GER 383 - Selected Topics: Signifi•
in University Center 203. The .
cant Contributions Of German Literature To western Thought (3) (In Engcourse is sponsored by the
lish translation, for non-majors ) 3
MWF
World Affairs Q>uncil and the
Classics
Esperanto Society of Florida.
CLS 351 - Classical Mythology (4) 2

By KE..~ SINGLETON
Staff Writer

·Esperanto
Being Taughf
Here Weekly

The Better

· MTWF
FAH 135
.
SELECTED ELECTIVES
PREVIOUSLY OFFERED
AMS 391 - Intro To Amer. Studies
(3)

321
201
202
203
ENG 305

-

Ancient Civilization (5)
British Writers, 1660 (4)
British Wrilers, 1778 (4)
Brilish Writers, 191 2 (4)
American Writers, 1865

ENG 306 -

American Writers, 1912

C lS
ENG
ENG
ENG
( 4)
(4)

ENG 307 Modern British Ancl
A merican Writers, 1912-1945 (4)
ENG 319 - The Bible As Lileralure
(4)

ENG· 335, 336 -

World Lilera l ure (4,

.4)

ENG 383 - Selected Topics: Current
Uterature 12)

2 CENTS OFF!
on every
GALLON OF GAS
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24. ,

Al CRANDON
PHILLIPS 66,
FLETCHER AT 30th ST~

THE CAMPUS HELPERS
~

GOOD WITH AD ONLY

Taste
that
beats
the

. e s· - others

I

--~·

Honest-toPepsi taste!

PEPSI•
COLA
·Pick up an extra carton today!

The only cost for the course
is $2.50 for a textbook and
50-cents for a dictionary.
There is no charge for the
course itself.
The course is taught by Rex
Bennett, president of the Esperanto Society of Florida.
Bennett said, "Esperanto has
a tremendous adv!mtage since
you can find someone in any
country that speaks it."

Pholo by Sid Gibson

Half Of

Two Humps

mounted on a go-ca.rt frame with either a 3½
or 7 hp engine. When finished, he said the
sculpture may do 30 mph. He plans to drive it
and live iii it.

Mau,z Requests Raise
In El111)Joye~s' Salary

Chancellor Robert T. Mautz
filed supporting information
with state agencies t o back up
efforts by the Board of Re-

gents to obt.ain a mm1m um
$3,060 yearly salary for classified permanent employees of
the State University System.

The chancellor sent detailed
reports from each of the universities to the State -Personnel
Board
and the State Budget
USF has received an "Institution Grant of Science" of Director showing the most
53 Non-Credit
$19,851 from the National critical needs in the lowest
Science Foundation in Wash-· paying job areas and the recCourses Set
ommendations for meeting
ington, D.C.
these needs.
Institutional Grant F unds
For September
He recommended that apare made available for use at
proximately
2,000 employees
The Center for Continuing the. discretion of the Universireceive salary increases from
Education will offer a series ty in the
conduct of scientific
of 53 non-credit courses this
their present $2,580 yearly
fall, beginning in Septemtier, activities. The funds may be minimum to $3,060.
and continuing through June, used for scientific research or
Mautz said his office initi1969.
for science education.
ated
efforts, at the request of
The courses will be divided
The grant will h_e lp to enseveral universities, several
into two . major groups, the
first offered by the Manage- able USF to decide how to months ago to boost the hourment Development Center, be.st strengthen its scientific ly pay rate in the three lowest
consisting of 25 business programs.grades of the state's general
courses.
classification and pay plan.
Certificate programs of.,
Astronomy Depar1ment "It is inefficient, expensive
fered through the ManageReceives NASA Grant and inhumane to be forced to
ment Development Center are
in several fields for those who
The Department of Astrono- hire university employees at
cannot pursue a full degree my has received a grant of less than a living wage," he
program, or want ,degrees in $27,500 from The National said. "The t urnover rate in
other fields. Each consists of Aeronautics anci Space Ad- the State University System
a specially developed · se- ministration.
during the past 12 months has
quence of courses, providing-a
exceeded 200 per cent in these
A study, under the direction classifications and · it is costbalance of theory, fundamentals, and specialized training. of Dr. Heinrich K. Eichhorn- ing the state more to train and
The programs are planned von Wurmb, chairman of the-. retrain than it would to pay
Astronomy Department, will the higher salaries."
to meet the needs of an increasing number of manag- be made to investigate the use
Mautz said he discussed the
ers, and management special- of geodetic satellites and tech- problem
with legislators and
ists who desire an integrated - niques .on astrometric investigations.
found. them receptive to what
program of study in a specialized area of manag_ement.
The second group of cours es
includes 28 liberal arts and
edu.cation courses.
'-' For the pr ice of two air
force fighter bombers, UNICEF has provided the vaccine
to protect 226 million children
from tuberculosis:
,.,,,, UNICEF's annual income is less than the amount
spent on world armament in
two hours.

USF Receives Science
· Study Grant, $19,851

Ph.D.

(Piping Hot
and DeliciousJ

the universities wer,e trying to
do.
Janitors, maids, groundskeepers, food service workers, laundry workers and others in the _unskilled areas
would benefit from the pay increases.

National

"Warning: Beehive, do not
disturb, " reads a sign placed
above a pipe protruding from
the west wall of the Life
Science Building.
" For a while there wasn't a
sign there," says Gregg Sheldon, Botany-Zoology curator,
" but one day a man from
Physical Plant came by with
a hose. ·
Instead of watering· the
trees, he watered the bees.
The sign is there so nothing
like that will happen again."
The pipe goes through the
wall into a zoology laboratory
to a small enclosed hive of
about 2,000 bees. The beehive
was installed in J anuary by
Dr. Noel Snyder, assistant
professor of Zoology, for use
in one of his classes, Mechanisms of Animal Behavior.
Dr. Snyder is in Alaska for
the summer, so Sheldon is
caring for the bees.
The hive is too small for the
collection of honey, but it has

USF Estimates 2,388
To Graduate In '68-'69
Approximately - 2,388 students are expected to be graduated from USF during the
1968-69 school year according
to a study conducted by
Placement Services.
The following colleges were
represented in the study: Liberal Arts, 826 bachelors and
69 masters degrees; Business
Administration, 288 bachelor
and 17 masters degrees ; Education, 758 bachelor and 301
masters degrees; Engineering, 98 bachelors and 31 masters degrees.

ffiERLE
noRmAn
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the

Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Admin.i stration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M• .

Birdsong M~f;;;·1;~:-m~
DAY NURSERY
·& KINDERGARTEN ·

New Air Conditioned facility Serving Hot Meals and
Offeri ng Expert Supervision
■

Mon. • Sat.

cw

U..w.

Phone 935-5107

13202 15th St.

TERRACE

~ll
-l.l

and cut-rate liquors
8448 56th Street

TEMPLE TERRACE

FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next ·To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

Phone 932-2232

Receives Ford

$andwieh

'Reform' Grant
The National Student Association, which once got money
from the Central Intelligence
Agency, has been granted
$315,000 by the Ford Foundation to launch "studentinitiated educational reform
movements," the foundation
has announced.
The object is "to generate
quiet revolutions instead of
ugly ones" on campus, the
foundation said in a statement.
There are 236 college student governments in the association.

Open until 1 A.M.
Phone

10124 Florida Ave.
10200-30th St.
909 W. Kennedy Blvd.

935-3985
935-8024
254-7461

Tampa~s Finest and Newest Sandwich Shops

Where Better Sandwiches _are Made

. Guess who Sy~ ·
and Gladys ran mto
the other day?

BIGSHEF

45¢

Hank and Marilyn.

STOCK CAR RACE·S
Served with Pride
- Nationwide

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
Students & Servicemen: $).50
Children 6-12 Yrs.: soc

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

NORJHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
1913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.

SA

After a bee finds a source of
food, he returns to the hive
and communicates his discovery by dancing in circular
patterns. According to Sheldon, these "waggles" tell the
other bees the distance and
the direction of the food
source.
There are many races of
bees, and each race has its
own language of waggles.
Sheldon says the USF bees
are Italian wagglers. ,

Two open-flam e
broikd beef pattiPs are
smart <>nough to
snuggle jnto n
double-d ecker bun.
'fhen they're toppPd
with s ecret sau ce,
melted cheese and
crisp lettuce for the
highest rating-

GOLDEN GATE
SPEEDWAY

ADMISSION
ADULTS: $2.00

glass sides so that the bees
may be observed and studied.
The bees enter and leave the
hive at will They are trained
to search for · food in specific
locations by the USF zoologists who place a supply of
sugar water near the entrance
to the hive. They then move it
farther and farther away over
a period of t ime. When the
food source is half a mile
away, the bees still swarm
directly to it.

"Down The Road From USF''

TERRACE PLAZA
56th St. N. Just below Busch
Hgy.
PEOPLE ON THE GO. GO BURGER CHEF !

Your best chance to head off a "head-on" is
to think negatively. Assume that behind every
·oncoming·truck or car there's a good guy about
to make a bad mistake. And, be prepared to get
out of his way if he does.
.
Whenever, wherever you drive •• • drive
defensively. Watch out for the other guy. It's the
best way there is to watch out for you.

Watch out for the Other Guy.

~a,•~•

Publishad to savallvu In cooperation with TheAdvartisincCouncll and the National Safety council. ~011t1c.'"
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